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After the successful completion of the psychiatry conference 

series, we are pleased to welcome you to the "Global 

Conclave on Psychiatrists and Psychology Researches 2020." 
The congress is scheduled to take place on Nov 16-17, 2020 

in the beautiful city of Dubai, UAE. This psychiatry 2020 

Conference will give you exemplary experience and great 

insights in the field of research. 

Mental Illness or psychotherapeutic conditions are classified 

as abnormal thoughts, feelings, and behavior, for a 

determined amount of time, which causes distress or 

emotional/physical impairment. This includes a wide range 

of psychological or psychiatric disorders and often requires 

psychiatric intervention. 

Conditions can be caused by either a biological origin such as 

genetic, chemical, and anatomical; or a psychological origin 

such as trauma or conflict. Extraordinary advances have been 

made in the treatment of mental illness. An understanding of 

what causes some mental health disorders has led to greater 

sophistication in tailoring treatment to the underlying basis of 

each disorder. 

As a result, many mental health disorders can now be treated 

nearly as successfully as physical disorders. Most treatment 

methods for mental health disorders can be categorized as 
either somatic or psychotherapeutic. Somatic treatments 

include drug therapy and electroconvulsive therapy.  

Psychotherapeutic treatments include individual, group, or 

family and marital psychotherapy; behavior therapy 

techniques (such as relaxation training or exposure therapy); 

and hypnotherapy. Most studies suggest that for major mental 

health disorders, a treatment approach involving both drugs 

and psychotherapy is more effective than either treatment 

method used alone.  

The psychotherapeutic drug industry continues to struggle 
through a morass of issues that are directly or indirectly 

affecting competition. Some hurdles recently faced by 

competitors in this market include advertising restrictions, 

label changes, and some general negative views about mental 

illness treatments. 

However, there have been considerable strides in many areas 

of the market including advanced delivery techniques, 

increased education and awareness efforts, and improved 

effectiveness. 

Behavioral health, additional commonly referred as mental 

state, may be outlined because the scientific study of a 

person's biology with reference to mental well-being, 

emotions, construct of self, behaviour, and skill to operate in 

day to day life. every kind of addictions, anxiety, depression, 

and abuse represent the realm of activity health. 

Disturbance or imbalance during this condition could lead on 

to mental state or disorders. mental state will cause abnormal 

behavior and unusual thoughts and feelings for an exact 

amount of your time, that causes distress or emotional or 

physical impairment. 

Global Behavioral Health Market estimates & forecast from 

2015 to 2024, with CAGR for 2018-2024. Comparative 
market size analysis for 2017 & 2024, with actual data for 

2017, estimates for 2018 and forecast from 2019 to 2024. 

Global Behavioral Health Market trends, with detailed 

analysis on consumer trends & manufacturer trends. 

Overview on supply analysis covering trends across raw 

material suppliers, technology providers and distributors. 
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